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Paul’s letter from Romans is not something I’ve ever preached  
 on Trinity Sunday before.  
  Paul can seem complicated and hard, so in the past 
   I’ve opted for good old Nicodemus. 
Nicodemus’ story of sneaking around in the night to see Jesus  
 shows up on Trinity Sunday mainly because  
  all three of the persons of God  
   are named at some point in the story.  Father, Son and Spirit. 
It also may be that his story is a go-to for this day 
 because Nicodemus gets so confused  
  by Jesus’ suggestion that he needs to be born again,  
   for who is not confused by the idea of the Trinity, 
    of God being one and yet three at the same time? 
 
Yet far from finding the Trinity to be a difficult or useless notion, 
 as some people do, I’ve come to see that its absolutely crucial.  
  In fact, though it didn’t make it into the bulletin, I’ve changed the     
   name of this sermon to The Indispensable Doctrine, because    
    the longer I live and the older I get 
     the more this seems to be true,  
      making Paul a better and better teacher for this day. 
For here is what it comes down to: 
 If we are made in the image of God 
  and God in Godself is a community of mutual love, 
   then that is how we, too, can live and treat each other.  
    If we don’t, then we fall back into nothing less than slavery. 
 
The idea we celebrate today of a three-in-one God is also crucial  
 because it is so beyond understanding.   
It announces from the housetops, as it were,  
 that our thinking about God is never going to go far enough, 
   never going to get us close  
   to the mystery that God entails, and that’s a good thing.  
The reading from Isaiah is here today  
 because it presents God as beyond all knowing 
  as the prophet unexpectedly encounters God in the Temple. 
He falls on his face in trembling and fear in a scene  
 that presents God as ever more than 
  any thoughts about God we come up with:  
   more than, more confusing, more marvelous,  
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    more graceful, more wondrous, more alarming,  
     more inspiring, more intimately close, more loving,  
      more just, more forgiving, more everything  
       than our hearts or minds will ever be able to approach.  
 
Our forebears did not arrive at the idea of the Trinity  
 to confound or overwhelm.  
The reality of a Triune God found in scripture 
 is also a deeply freeing and incredibly subversive idea,  
  it takes the way the world seems to be and stands it on its head.  
The world seems to be a place where the most powerful are in charge.  
 It appears natural for people to strive and strive,         
    for enough money or education  
    to run their own lives, exactly as they want,  
    and, if they are very fortunate, take breaks  
     from whatever it is they “do” for money day to day 
      so they can sometimes be with loved ones  
       in pleasant places away from home,  
        as I have just done.  
Thus some kind of hierarchical system seems normal,   
 and most of us want to be high enough up on the scale, as it were,  
  to be in charge of our own lives and our own time. 
 
There are people, of course, who know nothing at all  
 about what I just said.  
  People born into situations of such chaos or poverty  
   that the very idea of options is absurd.  
 Such people have no leisure to imagine better things,  
  but work constantly simply to stay alive.  
   They may not know what it is to have a voice in anything,  
    much less their own lives.  
And that’s just how it is, it seems, with the world ranked  
 into people with resources and choices and people who have none,  
  and people at various stages in between,  
   making that appear to be the natural order of things. 
 
There is plenty of evidence for it. 
 One semester while I was an undergraduate at Duke, 
  I had a job taking care of animals used in experiments 
   in a neurology lab.  
 There was a researcher there using chicks that I fed and watered. 
  They would arrive every few weeks in boxes,  
   fluffy little things just past the cute stage  
    that the word “chick” brings to mind.  
In almost every box when it arrived there would be at least one dead chick.  
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 And in almost every cage there would be one chick        
     who was the target of the other chicks pecking,  
   so that often in the morning there would often be  
    a dead chick to be removed.   
     Pecking orders do exist, among chickens  
      and among people. 
There are also all kinds of rationales through history  
 to justify such hierarchies.  
  Ideas like the importance of keeping to one’s own place,  
   of the survival of the fittest, of wealthy deserving privileges,  
    even the divine rights of queens and kings.  
And on this day the words of Paul’s letter and the doctrine of Trinity  
 give the lie to every such rationale. 
 
For God in Godself is not just a community, 
 but a community of equals, 
  with no one ranking higher than another.  
   Think of the traditional triangle image lying flat on its side. 
God is not higher than Jesus or the Spirit, 
 They are all on one plane 
  so if you’ve been harboring a triangle with the point up,  
   today you are invited to let that notion go forever.  
The three persons of the Trinity  
 are each representations of the totality of God,          
  they are not representations each one is the totality of God,      
   they are utterly equal, with different roles to play, 
     three yet at the same time completely one.     
The Greek word persona,  
 from which we get the word “persons” 
  as in the hymn line “God in three persons,”  
   the word persona comes from Greek drama  
    where persona means a role in the play.  
Creator is the persona, the role, we attribute most often to God the Father.  
 Father is another role we attribute.             
  Redeemer and Savoir are the roles we associate with the Son.  
   Life Giver and Sustainer are the roles of the Spirit. 
    They are three distinct roles, and distinct entities,  
     and yet, somehow, the same. 
It is indeed a mystery far larger than my time with the children      
 could possibly get even close to.  
 
According to Paul we’ve been adopted into a family 
 shaped by this mystery, a family of equality and mutual love. 
He was speaking mostly about the futility of Jewish laws,       
 but also about things of this world that are deadly instead of life giving. 
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We don’t have to fall back into, or give any credence, to things like patterns of rank.  
 We don’t have to live lives of futile striving  
  in order to find ultimate security or feel valued. 
   We are valued. We are loved. As such we have been delivered  
    from treating other people like objects  
     and we are free to love ourselves and others as we are loved.  
Creation itself, says Paul, will one day be set free from all the great lies  
 including the lie that some people are worth more than other people, 
  but we are set free now, because we have been adopted into reality,  
   a reality demonstrated by God within God’s very self.  
 
Sounds great, right, but really? Really?  
 That can’t be what the Trinity means! 
  Isn’t that just a pipe dream, 
   an idealized notion that sounds great, but that can’t be right? 
  Hey, reality is about power, control of resources, productivity  
   and the pecking orders required by that cycle. Isn’t it? 

 
Business consultant and professor Margaret Heffernan thought so, too,i  
 until she encountered the research of William Muir 
  an evolutionary biologist at Purdue. 
   Muir set out to breed the most productive chickens, 
    basing productivity on the number of eggs.  
He set up a control group and bred them for six generations, 

giving them adequate housing space and food  
then leaving them entirely alone. 

Hoping to enhance productivity he also set up another group of chickens 
made up of only the most productive egg-layers, 

super chickens as it were, and bred only the most productive egg layers 
in each generation, and followed them for six generations, too.  

In the end to his surprise, then hens in the control group  
were plump, well-feathered, healthy,  

and producing more eggs than at the start. 
But in the Super Chicken group he found only  

aggression, disfunction and waste. 
A mere three hens survived after aggressively attacking  

the other hens, pecking them to death. 
Applying Muir’s findings to business, Heffernan says   

the super chicken or super star approach 
—promoting and putting resources into   

the top ten percent of workers, say— 
produces business cultures that are aggressive and wasteful too.  

Because such workers are themselves the product  
of super star upbringings: of competitive striving  

for the best preschools, gifted programs,  
the best colleges, the best jobs, the best paychecks. 
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Such workers have been reared to believe their success 
     is dependent on pushing other people down,  

and they work in systems that think you need to push other  
  people down. 

As Heffernan has gone around the world speaking to companies 
and telling this story, she reports that people invariably  

come up to her and say, “That’s my company!” 
 or “That’s my country,” or “That’s my life.” 

 
Heffernan also tells of a study debunking the idea 
 that companies can increase productivity by staggering breaks 
  so workers can’t meet at the coffee machine.  
But, again, the opposite was proved to be true.  

If you want a team to be more productive,  
arrange breaks to fall at the same time 

so people can be together, spend time together and build trust.  
 In that study, productivity and job satisfaction 
  both went up by more than ten percent. 

 Such teams sometimes show more conflict,  
  because they feel safe enough to voice ideas, 
   and they are also more creative, more innovative,  
    more loyal and engaged than people in work environments 
     where fierce competition rules the day. 
 
Well, maybe super stars are what’s needed in other kinds of fields,  

thought Heffernan, so she went to auditions 
  at the Royal Shakespeare Theatre, assuming super stars   

would be what was wanted on stage. 
 She learned that what the producers looked for most 
  were talented actors with an innate ability to give, 
   because givers enhance the creativity of everyone around them. 
 
Yet a another study of productivity done at MIT found  

that the quality of “helpfulness” in a team  
is always a better predictor of achievement and success 

than individual intelligence. 
The groups that achieved the most had three features in common:  

1. a high degree of sensitivity to each other;  
2. they gave roughly equal time to each member of the group; and 
3. they included more women.  

 
In a completely different kind of experiment, 
 Juan Villarino has circumnavigated the globe four times.ii  
He is not a rich man with time on his hands, as you might think.  
 He is a man who owns only what he can carry  
  who hitch-hikes everywhere.  
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The child of downwardly spiraling parents in Mexico,  
 he watched them work 12 hour days,  
  without ever being able to achieve any relief or security.  
He decided he wanted a different kind of life 
 and took off hitch-hiking, offering drivers in           
  Europe, Africa, Asia, and the Middle East  
   his ear and his attention in return for rides.  
He wrote a book on his travels that became a best-seller in Spain. 
 He and a companion have since written another book. 
“Hitchhiking is about cooperation and dependence,” he says. 

 “I write to depict human goodness.”  
“I like to put myself in a position of powerlessness,” he says  

and see what happens.” 
He also says the world is a much kinder place than  

the cycle of fear presented in the media. 
 Though the world has its dangers, 

 most of what Villarino has encountered 
 are hospitable people who want to connect.  

 
Yes, the world ever divides itself into the powerful and the powerless 

into countless ranks and levels. 
Yes, hierarchies with some up and others down 

appear to be what makes for “normal,”  
for what is most “real”. 

To which, the doctrine of the Trinity says “No!” 
The make-up and being of God says “No” to higher and lower, 

to more worthy and less worthy lives.  
And some, like Paul, who have sought to live the pattern revealed  

by the Creator, Redeemer, Sustainer  
write that it leads to unimagined freedom, to richer, fuller abundant lives.   

    While not seeing this truth leads to slavery. 
Now we are hearing Paul’s letter, and we can decide. 
 Shall we live what presents itself as real,  

or shall we live the mystery that awaits those         
  who call themselves the children of God? 

   
     
 

 

 

 
 

i I learned of Heffernan and Muir’s work through Heffernan’s TED talk: Forget the Pecking Order at Work, 
June 16, 2015, broadcast on NPR’s TED Radio. 
ii Wes Enzinna, “The World’s Best Hitch Hiker,” New York Times Magazine, March 22, 2018. 

                                            


